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Abstract: 

 

Recent interest in joint radar-communications (JRC) has led to the design of novel signal processing 

techniques to recover information from an overlaid radar-communications signal as well as transmit 

a common signal for both systems. In this talk, we consider a broad definition of JRC, which covers 

sensing with cooperation from downlinks, collaborative communications, and sensing with 

interference. Toward fully realizing the coexistence of the two systems, optimization of resources for 

both new/futuristic sensing and wireless communications modalities is crucial. These synergistic 

approaches that exploit the interplay between state sensing and communications are both driving 

factors and opportunities for many current signal processing and information-theoretic techniques. 

In addition, a large body of prior works considers colocated JRC systems while distributed systems 

remain relatively unexamined. Building on the existing approaches, this talk highlights emerging 

scenarios in collaborative and distributed JRC, particularly at mm-Wave and THz frequencies, highly 

dynamic vehicular/automotive environments that would benefit from information exchange between 

the two systems. We also describe an interesting application of precipitation estimates using 

communications satellite terminals aided by weather radars. Toward the end of the talk, we focus on 

highlighting emerging JRC scenarios that include reconfigurable intelligent surfaces. 
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